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Dear Doctor Hershey:

Under separate cover IT an returnins »our 'phage calculations and
sendin; a set of our Imaunochenisiry Conference preprints con'aining
Dr. Sendall's calculations.

With recard to the 'phage MS I am afraid I am not well enouzh ace
quainted with te intimacies of the reaction to judge whether or not
the application of your method of analysis is justified. However, I
am quite sure that I do no☂ agree entirely with rour conclusions, ese
pecially insofar as these are based on your pneumecoccus calculations.

To go back to these: while Lr. Morris certainly established her
point, her reasurements would seem to me inapplicable to any rigid
kinetic study of the Pneanti-Pn reaction. In tha first place the Pn
and antibody had to be nixed, and 1° was not until after tiis was done
(an probably most of toe reaction was over) that mixtures were 7dlled
and allowed tc stand quietly. en at 0°, how wikl --ou evaluate the
portion of the reaction taking >lace during: mixing aid the portion take
ing place after mixing? from the very crude velor:ity reasurevents Kaat
and I published so-e years ago this would easily introduce an error suf-~
ficiently large to invalidate any calculations or conclusions. At every
measurement and at each dilution you Introduce a similar uncertainty,
go tliat whetocr or nol your ealsvlations asree with any formila would
carry little weight. They mi ht also differ by 104 from ☜our 'phave re~
sult an! still be due to t 6 sae mechanism. I think, for the same
reason, tiat you know nothing of the terperature coefficinet o:' the Pn-
anti Pn reaction. Therefore, 1f ;our conclusion resarding diffusion is
the correct one, much better and more ricid evidence is neaded te es=
tablish it.

 

In my jack o: personal experience with te 'pave -ystem I esannot
help feelin.: that similar consicera☂ions apply. ly only srecitie criti-~
cisms, however, would se to certain statements on p. 19 of your "S. For
instance, if you outain no evidence by vou stud: of the heterogeneity
Oo☝ pneumococeus anticarbohydrate, tiat sho1d de another danger sion to
you, for hetero-eneity o. antibody has been amply demonstrated an.i con=

firmed in many systeis. If anti~-'piaze is an exception the ourden of
proof is on :rou,.



Noreever, weile carhoxyl roup! na: play a pert in Pn to ex
Specificity and condition certain initial ionie interactions, not
all Pn ¢) peesuostances go: sin apprectacle -COOH aj rany other
equall. reactive speci.is polysaeoranides 49 note Alse, in the
presence 7 9% sem hist ie ;go Jitits, unless you
mean terely; fonivation, « large cart.
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    publianed the erude

measurements obtained with Kabat ania few slishtlhlags crude
measurenents with Treffers and a-er in the Rachorsse anti-Sa gs "stem,
drawin;, onl. on conclusion that the malin reactson ia faster than
had been supposed. Nor nave I found any convincic, data in the
literature. the
tre establishe

w problem is rendered inneagurablywore diritinit uy
dj bepterorenelt a: antibody.

   Hoping you do no☂ pind tois fortir sxoression of opinion
ani tristin. tbat it will eneours e yon mink up moce ricid exe
periments alon, the same Lines, and wit: all good wishes,

Sincerely y

Mi/m i4elael Heidelberger,


